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Abstract
Listeners use pitch information to contextualize and interpret
what they hear in conversation, but contextualization requires
a frame of reference in terms of both acoustic information and
conversational structure. We investigate how different acoustic
features such as fundamental frequency (F0), intensity, and du-
ration, as well as different contexts for listening to speech (i.e.
in isolation versus adjacent to another conversational turn) re-
late to listeners’ perception of pitch in speech. Following a per-
ception experiment in which listeners gave pitch ratings for in-
dividual turns or pairs of turns drawn from a corpus, we explore
the relationship of prosodic features to listeners’ judgments.
While whole-turn F0 appears to be most relevant to judgment
of turns in isolation, pitch and intensity in the region of the tran-
sition are prioritized in the turn-comparative judgments.
Index Terms: pitch, perception, conversation

1. Introduction
Listeners in conversation use pitch information in order to con-
textualize what they hear; that is, to infer meaning beyond lex-
ical content and make “situated interpretations” [1]. Such in-
terpretations take into account the form as well as the sequen-
tial position of a turn, both of which are important for under-
standing which conversational action a speaker is taking [2, 3].
Pitch can contribute to communicating, for example, solidarity
among speakers [4], agreement or disagreement [5], or the pos-
sibility of problematic disjunction between speakers’ goals [6].
[7] report that the function of turns with question structure can
be identified by whether they have high or low initial pitch (i.e.
not near the speaker’s median pitch, and thus mismatching the
context). [8] show that pitch contours in backchannels tend to
be highly similar to the pitch contour at the end of the turn they
follow, thus contributing to cohesion in conversational interac-
tion. A growing body of evidence suggests that speakers accom-
modate or converge prosodically to one another during some
phases of discourse, although the underlying mechanisms and
functions of such convergence are not yet clear [9, 10, 11, 12].

Thus listeners must be able to integrate pitch features as part
of the speech perception process. However, the reference frame
for their integration is less clear. It seems plausible that listeners
perceive pitch relative to a speaker’s overall pitch: they can reli-
ably identify the location of fundamental frequency (F0) values
relative to an individual speaker’s range [13], thus normalizing
for a given speaker [14]. Taking a slightly different perspective,
researchers studying pitch in conversational interaction have ar-
gued that turn pitch must be judged relative to what has come
before in interaction, that is, the full sequential context; [14]
calls this an initializing approach.

Earlier work by [15] found evidence both for a normaliz-
ing approach (in the prosodic realization of question-statement

pairs) and for an initializing approach (in modeling speakers’
attitudes). This work was based on automatic classifications of
turn pitch using median F0 values. However, psychoacoustic
studies investigating the perception of pitch demonstrate that a
complex interaction arises between F0 and other acoustic char-
acteristics of the signal [16, 17]. Since speech involves complex
constellations of many acoustic features, we expect that listen-
ers’ perception of the pitch of conversational turns will be in-
fluenced by more than a simplified F0 measurement. Addition-
ally, it is clear that top-down information modulates the pro-
cessing of acoustic information at all levels of speech percep-
tion [18, 19]. Thus, while an F0-based classification is a helpful
starting point, it is important to go beyond F0 to consider other
prosodic and contextual features which influence listeners’ in-
terpretation of pitch in conversational turns.

The present study aims to further contribute to the discus-
sion surrounding pitch perception in conversation by investi-
gating how listeners interpret the pitch of spoken turns pre-
sented both in isolation and within their conversational context.
Specifically, we use conditional inference trees to explore the
relationship between a wider range of prosodic features, includ-
ing F0, intensity, and duration, as well as variability measures,
and listeners’ classifications of turn pitch.

2. Data and methodology
2.1. Conversational turns

The data used for this study come from the GECO corpus
[20, 21], which is comprised of 46 spontaneous conversations
of approximately 25 minutes each, between previously unac-
quainted female German speakers. All speakers were involved
in multiple dialogues. In total the corpus consists of approx-
imately 21 hours of conversational speech on subjects of the
speakers’ choice.

From this corpus, [15] selected turn transitions, i.e. cases
where one speaker took the turn after the other speaker. Specif-
ically, they selected all turn transitions where the speakers’
speech did not exhibit pauses longer than 0.3 s, with a mini-
mum length of 1.5 s and no more than 0.5 s overlap with the
other speaker, and no laughter, leaving 1542 turn transitions.
Subsequently, turn transitions were automatically classified by
register changes (low-low, low-high, . . . , to high-high), either
classifying each turn relative to the respective speaker’s range
(normalizing approach) or classifying both turns relative to the
first speaker’s range (initializing approach).

2.2. Perception experiment

Out of the 1542 turn pairs investigated by [15] using automatic
classification methods, 90 turn pairs were selected for use in a
perception experiment. The aim of the experiment was to in-
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vestigate which prosodic features listeners rely on when mak-
ing judgments about register, and to compare listener judgments
with the two automatic classification methods in order to evalu-
ate the classifications. Thus, the turn pairs were balanced (based
on the initializing classification) in terms of whether they were
classified as having high, mid, or low pitch, and the pairs were
balanced for which of 9 classes of turn transitions they belonged
to.

The experiment consisted of two portions. In the first por-
tion of the experiment, listeners heard pairs of turns and were
asked to decide whether the second turn had higher, lower, or
approximately the same pitch as the first turn, i.e. to rate the
relationship of the turns across the transition. In the second half
of the experiment, listeners heard individual turns in isolation,
i.e. only the first or only the second speaker from such a transi-
tion. In this case they were asked to respond whether the overall
pitch of the turn was high, mid, or low. The 90 turn pairs were
divided into two sets of 45, such that half of the participants
heard set A in their paired context and set B as individual turns,
while the other half of the participants heard set B in their paired
context and set A as individual turns. The order of the two tasks
was kept constant, since we did not want to bias listeners in
the pairs task towards a speaker-normalizing judgment through
the influence of voices heard in the classification task for the
individual turns. In some cases, overlapping material such as
backchannels were removed from the stimuli in order to ensure
that each speaker could be clearly heard, reducing the duration
of the turns from what was originally calculated in the auto-
matic selection process; the individual turns used in the experi-
ment thus ranged in duration from 1.06-8.77 seconds. Since the
conversations were originally recorded in separate channels, for
the experiment, the turn pairs were merged into a single chan-
nel. All stimuli were also normalized for intensity; paired stim-
uli were normalized together, thus retaining relative intensity
differences.

The experiment was implemented using Praat’s Experiment
MFC [22], and carried out in a sound-attenuated booth at the
University of Stuttgart. Twenty monolingual native speakers of
German (17 female) participated; none reported any hearing or
language impairments.

2.3. Prosodic measurements

In order to evaluate the effect that different prosodic features
had on listener judgments, we took a number of prosodic mea-
surements for each turn using Praat. The measurements are
listed in Table 1. A number of global pitch and intensity char-
acteristics were measured for each full turn. Additionally, these
characteristics were measured in a “short” segment of the turn:
the last 1.06 seconds (for first pair parts) or first 1.06 seconds
(for second pair parts) of the turn. The duration of 1.06 seconds
was chosen since it is the duration of the shortest individual turn
in the experiment; the “short” measurements are thus intended
as a normalization of the turns on the basis of duration.

Pitch values were measured in semitones with a reference
value of 1 Hz. Since we are interested in the degree to which
listeners normalize to a speaker’s own range, we include both
the directly measured value, as well as a value normalized to
the speaker’s median pitch, as calculated in [15]. The intensity
values had already been normalized across all stimuli when the
perception experiment was constructed. In addition to the au-
tomatic measurements, the first author, a trained phonetician,
listened to all of the turns and determined whether the end of
turn, defined as the last 3 syllables, involved audible creak or

Parameter Description
In individual data
median pitch median pitch value

(semitones from 1
semitone) (full and short)

pitch sd standard deviation of pitch
values (full and short)

corr median pitch median pitch value with
speaker median pitch
subtracted (full and short)

mean intensity mean intensity of turn
(decibels) (full and short)

intensity sd standard deviation of
intensity values (full and
short)

duration duration of turn (seconds)
creak auditorily perceptible

creak/glottalization at end
of turn (binary Y/N)

In pairs data
pitch diff median pitch of second turn

minus median pitch of first
turn (full and short)

pitch sd diff pitch sd of second turn
minus pitch sd of first turn
(full and short)

corr pitch diff calculated like pitch diff,
but with speaker-corrected
values (full and short)

intensity diff intensity of second turn
minus intensity of first turn
(full and short)

intensity sd diff intensity sd of second turn
minus intensity sd of first
turn (full and short)

duration diff duration of second turn
minus duration of first turn

Table 1: Description of prosodic measurements. For the pitch
and intensity measurements, two sets of measurements were
taken: one for the full turn, and one for the “short” region as
described in section 2.3.

glottalization that could not be attributed to segmental structure.

2.4. Inference tree calculation

In order to explore the relationship of the prosodic features
of the turns to listeners’ responses, conditional inference trees
were calculated using the R statistical platform [23] and pack-
age “party” [24]. The trees were trained to predict listeners’ rat-
ings using the prosodic features in Table 1 as predictors, once
for the individual ratings, and once for the transition ratings.
The input for the individual tree additionally included whether
the turn was a first pair part or a second pair part (since this in-
fluenced the location of the short measurements), and both trees
included coding for whether the turns were questions or state-
ments (as derived from the GECO transcriptions). The func-
tion ctree() calculated binary-splitting classification trees by
identifying which variable was statistically most closely associ-
ated with the listener ratings, and then making a binary split
in the data; the process was repeated recursively until no split
could be made that reached the threshold significance level α =
.05. Thus the hierarchy of features chosen in the tree reflects the
potential importance of each feature for listeners’ judgments.
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The final tree also indicates the distribution of responses left at
each bottom node, i.e. it can easily be seen in the tree which
ratings are typical of each feature combination.

3. Results
3.1. Individual judgments

The decision tree for the prosodic features associated with lis-
tener judgments of individual turn pitch is shown in Figure 1.
The feature which is best associated with listeners’ judgments,
comprising the three top-level splits, is the speaker-corrected
median pitch for the turn. For turns with higher pitch overall,
duration also played a role in distinguishing turns which were
rated as having high pitch (node 8); longer turns were more
likely to be rated high (node 10) than shorter turns (node 9).
For turns with overall lower pitch, mean intensity played a role
(node 3); turns with higher intensity were more likely to be rated
as having low pitch (node 5), while those with lower intensity
were mostly rated as medium pitch (node 4), although the split
in this case is not very well-defined (in that the difference in
distribution between responses falling under these nodes is not
very large).

3.2. Paired turn judgments

The decision tree for the prosodic features associated with lis-
tener judgments of pitch in turn pairs is shown in Figure 2. In
this tree, we see the effect of the “short” speaker-corrected me-
dian pitch (nodes 1 & 2), which is more influential than the
full-turn pitch values, although the full-turn values still come
into the model (nodes 3 & 11). Additionally, intensity vari-
ability in the “short” region contributes to judgments in cases
where there is relatively little difference in median pitch in this
region between turns (node 6). In these cases, higher variabil-
ity in intensity in the second turn (i.e., larger standard deviation
in intensity) as compared to the first turn is associated with the
second turn being rated as having lower pitch (node 10).

4. Discussion
In both the individual and paired turns, pitch values adjusted by
the speaker’s median were closely associated in the trees with
how listeners assigned their pitch ratings. However, the rela-
tionships between features were different in the individual ver-
sus the paired cases, suggesting that listeners used somewhat
different strategies in the two tasks.

4.1. Interaction of acoustic features

Mean intensity (in the individual judgments) and relative stan-
dard deviation of intensity (in the pairs judgments) made signif-
icant contributions to the classification trees. In the individual
tree (Fig. 1), higher mean intensity with a pitch near or be-
low the speaker’s median was associated with more judgments
of low pitch. This may mean that higher intensity allowed lis-
teners to make more accurate judgments of pitch. In the pairs
tree (Fig. 2), however, it is greater variability of intensity in the
(“short” region of the) second turn relative to the first that is as-
sociated with judgment that the second turn has lower pitch than
the first. It is unclear why this should be the case. The node rep-
resenting this result (node 10) is rather small, containing only
34 judgments; further analysis of these specific cases may shed
light on the role of intensity variability in relative pitch ratings.

4.2. Prioritizing information

Listener judgments were strongly associated with speakers’
(corrected) median pitch in both tasks. However, there appears
to be a difference in the region of importance for the pitch val-
ues. In the individual judgments, the pitch values for the overall
turn were the most strongly associated with listener judgments.
However, in the turn pair judgments, the measurements which
were limited to the “short” region performed better in the anal-
ysis. In other words, in the turn pair items, where listeners had
to make a direct comparison, pitch in the vicinity of the turn
boundary was more influential than an overall impression of the
turn. However, the tree for the pairs judgments also included
the comparative speaker-normalized pitch for the whole turns.
Thus the judgments do not appear to be a matter of excluding
information, but rather reflect a difference in cue weighting.

One possible confound for this explanation of the difference
in perception between the individual turns and the turn pairs is
that listeners might have prioritized pitch information near the
ends of turns. Thus the location of the “short” measurements
(which were at the beginning of the turn for the second pair
parts) could have obscured their effect in the model. The inclu-
sion of the pair part as a predictor in the individual model was
designed to counteract this possible problem, but since the pair
parts and median pitch were balanced according to our auto-
matic classifications, any effect of the pair part may have been
obscured by the method in which the tree is calculated. In or-
der to check this, we calculated separate trees for the first and
second pair parts to see if the “short” measurements would then
have a stronger effect on either model. However, this was not
the case. Additionally, creak, which was only annotated at the
ends of turns, did not make a statistically significant contribu-
tion to the tree; an association of creak with “low” judgments
might have been expected if listeners were especially attuned to
the ends of turns. Thus, we do not find evidence that listeners
prioritized pitch information at turn ends.

4.3. Relevance of normalization and initialization

In both trees, the F0 features that were prioritized by the model
were those which had been normalized by speaker (i.e. cor-
rected median pitch in the individual model, and corrected
pitch difference and short corrected pitch difference in the pairs
model). Thus we provide additional evidence, not only that lis-
teners are able to normalize for individual speakers, but that
they do so spontaneously. Since all of the speakers in the cor-
pus were female, it seems unlikely that this is a general reflex
of listeners normalizing to a prototypical voice, as [25] have ar-
gued. If this were the case, the speaker-normalized F0 values
should have been less systematic than the raw F0 values. This
may be accounted for by the difference in stimuli: [25] pre-
sented steady-state vowels, while the current experiment used
full conversational turns, giving our listeners more opportunity
to gather speaker-specific information.

While the current study does not directly analyze the rela-
tionship of listener judgments to automatic classifications based
on pure normalizing or on an initializing-adjusted approach, the
difference in the prioritized pitch features in the individual ver-
sus pairs judgments suggests that the usefulness of the approach
depends on the context. In the pairs task, listeners apparently
focused their attention specifically on the “short” region, that
is, the region in the vicinity of the transition, in order to make
their judgments. This is consistent with our previous finding
that, while pitch matching based on speaker normalization coin-
cides well with the linguistic contrast of question-answer versus
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Figure 1: Decision tree showing prosodic features associated with listener judgments of individual turn pitch.

Figure 2: Decision tree showing prosodic features associated with listener judgments of turn pitch in pairs.

statement-statement pairs, pitch matching based on an initial-
ization classification coincides better with the social-interactive
feature of likeability [15].

5. Conclusions

We find that listeners apparently prioritize different portions of
the speech signal, as well as different prosodic features, when
rating pitch of individual turns compared to determining the rel-
ative pitch of turn pairs in context. This lends support for the

idea that listeners adapt their pitch perception strategies depend-
ing on the context and goal of their listening. Further research is
required to better define and clarify these context-specific strate-
gies.
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